Dear Editor (Dr. Dominic Mazvimavi),
We would like to thank for accepting our manuscript for publication with some technical
corrections needed. Based on the editor’s comments, we revise in the manuscript in numbered
orders as follows.
Editor Decision: Publish subject to technical corrections
(10 Feb 2018) by Dr. Dominic Mazvimavi
Comments to the Author:
There are minor editorial corrections required. The manuscript should not have Appendices. All
the material should be presented where appropriate (1). Equations given as Appendix 1 should
be incorporated in the main text (2). Similarly diagrams and tables referred to as being in
Appendices should be in the main text (3).
The inclusion of some diagrams with numbering that refers to Appendices and other diagrams
without such numbering will cause confusion to readers (4).
river level should be river water level throughout. There is a different between a river level and
river water level (6).
Avoid using of colon unless you really understand how to use this correctly (7).
---------------------------------------------Authors’ response
(1) & (3). We moved Appendices to the main text, just after the Conclusion section of the
manuscript. We renamed Appendix 1, 2, 3, and 4 into Appendix A, B, and C.
(2). We incorporated the equations given as Appendix 1 (from the old version) into the main text
(in the correction version, paragraph 1 of heading 3.1 of Methodology section).
(4). We do not refer specific figures/tables of the Appendix as did in the old version of the
manuscript. In this correction version, we refer Appendix A, B, and C to avoid confusion for
readers.
(5). We checked throughout the manuscript to rephrase "river level" to be "river water level".
(6). The manuscript has been edited by a native English editor from a professional editing company.
The using of colon in the old version of the manuscript is revised.
Best regards,
Dung Duc Tran
Corresponding author.

